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Decit Round Robin (DRR) is a simple and computationally
ecient approximation of the Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) scheduling discipline. Its intention is to share resources among several queues,
e.g., ows or users, according to given weights. However, when users
hold dierent numbers of TCP connections with saturated sources, the
throughput among these users may dier signicantly.
In this work, we quantify the dierence in throughput for heavy and light
users with saturated TCP ows for equal weights and for two dierent
buer management strategies. The dierence is large if low queueing
delay for packets is enforced through shallow buers on the bottleneck
link. To address this shortcoming, we propose limited decit savings
(LDS), a modication of the DRR scheduler, which can be combined
with dierent buer management schemes. We show that LDS reduces
unequal throughput for heavy and light users with saturated TCP ows.
Moreover, we illustrate that LDS clearly decreases download times for
data chunks of moderate size in the presence of high background load.
Abstract.
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1 Introduction
Decit Round Robin (DRR) [28] is a computationally ecient approximation
of the Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduler. It serves several packet queues
and allocates to them the capacity of a single server, e.g., the bandwidth of
a communication link, according to congurable weights. In particular, DRR
respects packet sizes so that queues cannot obtain larger capacity shares by
sending larger packets.
While fair allocation of transmission bandwidth has been the focus for many
years, low delay has recently become more important. Drivers for low-delay
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transmission in the Internet and communication networks in general are realtime applications like voice over IP, video conferencing, nancial applications,
and gaming. Several specialized working groups in the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) work on mechanisms to reduce delay and congestion in the Internet: ConEx [16], RMCAT [17], and AQM [15]. The FP7 project RITE pursues that objective [1] and the Internet Society organized two workshops in this
area [18, 19]. An overview to reduce Internet latency is given in [5].
If low packet delay is desired with WFQ or DRR, some packets are dropped
if the buer holds too many of them. Such a drop decision is part of the buer
management schemes. We basically consider two strategies: drop-on-enqueue and
drop-on-dequeue. As TCP is still the predominant transport protocol in the
Internet, we investigate the transmission of saturated TCP sources. Heavy users
may have more TCP connections than light users. We show that both considered
buer management methods do not lead to equal bandwidth allocation among
heavy and light users if low delay is enforced.
A major reason for that phenomenon is the fact that in the DRR algorithm a
queue does not benet in the resource allocation process while it is empty. This
problem increases with tighter delay requirements. To mitigate that problem, we
propose limited decit savings (LDS) as an extension to DRR so that queues can
collect credits during short periods of inactivity between the last packet sent and
the next packet arrived. We evaluated this mechanism under various conditions.
To that end, we implemented variants of DRR in the INET simulation framework
of OMNeT++ [30] and performed multiple experiments.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the DRR algorithm,
reviews existing work about DRR and WFQ, active queue management (AQM),
and distinguishes our approach from other activities. Section 3 introduces the
LDS extensions for DRR. Section 4 explains the experimental setup and discusses
simulation results. Section 5 summarizes this work and draws conclusions.

2 Related Work
In this section, we briey introduce WFQ and some of its variants and explain
the DRR algorithm. We introduce the notion of buerbloat, point out several
AQM methods, and distinguish these eorts from our approach.

2.1 Weighted Fair Queueing and Variants
In 1985, John Nagle discussed the benets of a round robin scheduling system [23] which was later called fair queueing (FQ). The approach was enhanced
by Demers et al. [6] and by Zhang [36] towards a logical bit-by-bit fair scheduler
which became known as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ). The introduction of
weights allows for unequal resource allocation of capacity to dierent queues.
In 1995, Shreedhar and Varghese proposed the Decit Round Robin (DRR)
scheduler [28], which approximates WFQ but is computationally less demanding. Other improved approximations followed like the Worst-case Fair Weighted
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Fair Queueing (WF2Q) which utilizes the start time of packets additionally to
the nish time to enhance accuracy, or WF2Q+ which improved accuracy and
reduced complexity [4].

2.2 DRR Algorithm
We now describe DRR in more detail as it is the base for our study. With
DRR, queues are associated with weights and the objective of the DRR is to
assign the capacity of a server or bandwidth of a link to the active queues in
the system according to these weights. A queue is active if it stores a packet,
otherwise it is inactive. The queues are administered in an active list and a set of
inactive queues. If a packet arrives for an inactive queue, the queue is removed
from the set of inactive queues and appended to the end of the active list. The
active queues are served in the following manner. Every queue is associated
with a decit counter. The decit counter of the rst queue from the active list
is incremented by a quantum, which is an amount of bytes, multiplied by the
weight associated with that queue. If the decit counter is at least as large as
the size of the rst packet in the queue, the decit counter is decreased by the
size of that packet, and that packet will be sent next. This process continues
until the decit counter is not large enough to send the next packet or until the
queue is empty. The queue is then removed from the active list. If it still holds
packets, it is appended again to the end of the active list, otherwise it is added
to the inactive set and the decit counter is reset to zero. Then the process of
assigning a quantum to the rst queue in the active list and sending packets
continues. DRR uses a shared buer for all queues. If there is no space left in
the buer upon arrival of a new packet, a packet of the longest queue is dropped.
This buer management is called McKenney's buer stealing algorithm [22]. In
the following we refer to it as drop-on-enqueue.

2.3 Buerbloat
Suciently large buers are needed under certain conditions to achieve good
bandwidth utilization on networking hardware [7, 8], but if they are lled for
relatively long time, packets experience excessive and unnecessary delay. This
phenomenon is called buerbloat [10], i.e., excessive packet delay due to large
and unmanaged buers. The general problem behind buerbloat was already
described in 1985 by John Nagle [23]. Quantitative evaluations showed that
buerbloat is not ubiquitous and its impact may be limited [3, 14]. Buerbloat
in cellular networks has been studied in [20].

2.4 Active Queue Management
Active queue management (AQM) is a class of buer management schemes that
counteract incipient congestion by dropping or marking packets before the queue
is fully occupied. A classic scheme is Random Early Detection (RED) [9] that
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drops packets with a probability rising with the recent average queue occupation.
With explicit congestion notication (ECN), packets are rather marked instead
of dropped, but ECN is applicable only if TCP sources indicate to reduce their
trac rate in response to appropriate congestion signals from TCP receivers
[27]. The PIE controller is an enhanced AQM whose packet drop probability
depends on growing and shrinking average queue sizes [26]. It is already applied
for DOCSIS systems [35] [33] [34, Annex M]. The Controlled Delay (CoDel)
AQM [24, 25] is currently proposed as a countermeasure against buerbloat and
already integrated in many stacks. It is extended towards FQ-CoDel [13] by
combining it with DRR and Stochastic Fair Queueing (SFQ) [22] so that low-rate
ows within a trac aggregate do not suer excessive delay due to competing
high-rate ows. Various new AQMs have been compared in [21], and [2] reviews
a multitude of AQMs that have been discussed in the past. Interactions between
AQMs and low-priority congestion control have been investigated in [11, 12]. The
authors of [29] have considered various buer management strategies together
with per-ow queueing strategies in Gigabit routers.

2.5 Our Approach
In our work we consider a scheduler with multiple queues, one for a specic
aggregate that we call a user in the following. Each user may have multiple ows
and the objective of the scheduler is to enforce a resource allocation to queues
according to congured weights. This is typically achieved by WFQ. However,
another goal is to keep packet delay low which is the objective of AQM or
buer management mechanisms. We try to achieve low delay with DRR with
simple buer management strategies and to understand their impact. FQ-CoDel
is close to our approach in the sense that it keeps delays low and uses DRR, but
it uses SFQ to isolate ows of a single user in dierent queues. Of course, CoDel
could be easily modied for per-user queueing. The objective of our work is
the enhancement of DRR by LDS from which other mechanisms like FQ-CoDel
could also prot.

3 Limited Decit Savings for DRR
With DRR, the decit counters of queues are increased only if they hold at least
a single packet; otherwise they are not respected for the resource allocation process. However, when low latency is enforced in the presence of multiple queues,
queues are likely to hold no packet most of the time even though the system
is fully utilized. As a consequence, queues with less frequent packet arrivals are
disadvantaged in competing for the capacity share given by the weights. This
problem arises for TCP trac.
Our idea is to allow an empty queue to increase its decit counter up to a
decit saving limit

Dmax . At the next packet arrival, the queue does not need to

wait for a decit increase but can be served preferentially within a set of queues
that have enough decit to send packets. We describe this DDR-LDS algorithm
in the following.
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3.1 State Classication of Queues
A queue is fresh if it is empty and if its decit counter

F.
counter D

D

equals

Dmax .

All

fresh queues are kept in the fresh list

A queue is eligible if it holds at

least one packet and if its decit

is at least as large as the size

B

of its rst packet so that this packet could be sent. All eligible queues are kept
in the eligible list
smaller than

Dmax .

E.

An empty queue is collecting if its decit counter

A non-empty queue is collecting if its decit counter

smaller than the size of its rst packet

B

D
D

is
is

so that this packet cannot be sent. All

collecting queues are kept in the collecting list

C.

Figure 1 depicts how queues

move from one list to another if their state changes. The states of the queues in
the respective lists are indicated in the circles. The algorithms in the following
describe how these state changes are triggered and when the queues are moved.

A queue belongs to the fresh, eligible, or collecting list depending on its state.
Queues are moved from one list to another during the execution of DRR-LDS.
Fig. 1.

3.2 Packet Enqueue
If a packet arrives, it is appended to its queue. If the queue was fresh before
packet arrival, it is removed from
and in

C

F

and appended to

before, it may need to be removed from

C

E.

If the queue was empty

and appended to

E , depending

on its new state. If the link is idle after a packet arrival, a packet may be
immediately dequeued for transmission as described in the next paragraph.

3.3 Packet Dequeue
If a packet is needed for transmission and
the rst packet of the rst queue in

E.

E

is not empty, the algorithm removes

If that packet will be dropped for some
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reason and if the queue is empty afterwards, the queue is removed from
appended to

C

or

F

E

and

depending on the queue classication criteria. If the packet

E , its decit counter is decreased
E or C , depending on its new
for transmission is found or until E

will be transmitted, the queue is removed from

by the packet size, and the queue is appended to
state. This procedure repeats until a packet

is empty. In the latter case the decit will be increased as described in the next
paragraph.

3.4 Decit Increase
If

E

is empty, the decit counters of queues in

empty or until
in

C

C

C

are increased until

E

is no longer

itself is empty. To that end, the decit counter of the rst queue

is increased by the quantum multiplied by the queue's weight, but the decit

counter cannot exceed
from

C

Dmax

and then appended to

or until

E

if the queue is empty. Then, the queue is removed

F , E , or C . This procedure repeats until C

is empty

becomes non-empty. In the latter case, packet dequeue is resumed.

3.5 Some Observations
Queues can collect decit only if no queue is eligible. If the buer runs empty,
all queues become fresh again. FQ-CoDel implements a similar mechanism that
is described in [13]. However, with FQ-CoDel the time empty queues take to
become fresh again is independent of

Dmax .

With DRR-LDS the time an empty

queue needs to become fresh again does depend on

Dmax .

4 Performance Evaluation
We rst describe the simulation setup. Then we show that DRR cannot enforce
equal bandwidth allocation in the presence of heavy and light users with TCP
trac and low latency requirements. We demonstrate that DRR-LDS reduces
this unequal bandwidth allocation and leads to fast downloads of short transactions for certain buer management schemes.

4.1 Experiment Setup
We implemented DRR and DRR-LDS in combination with two buer management strategies based on the INET framework [30] for the discrete-event simulator OMNeT++ [31]. As we do not trust INET's TCP implementation, we use
the Network Simulation Cradle [32] based on which INET allows to integrate
Linux networking stacks for TCP New Reno and Cubic.
Figure 2 illustrates our simulation setup. A set of users is connected to one
router over a fast link with a bandwidth of
tion delay of

Da = 1 µs.

link with a bandwidth of

Db = 5

ms or

Db = 50

Ca = 1 Gb/s and a one-way propaga-

This router connects to a server over a slow bottleneck

Cb = 10

Mb/s and a one-way propagation delay of

ms, respectively. Thus, the transmission time of a packet
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Fig. 2.

Simulation setup.

with an average size of 1500 bytes takes 1.2 ms. We apply DRR or DRR-LCS
for this bottleneck link and assign equal weights to all users. We congured the
DRR with a quantum of 1500 bytes. The experiments use saturated TCP connections, i.e., there is always data to send. The TCP connections start randomly
within the rst second of a simulation run and statistic collection starts only
after 5 s to avoid transient eects. If not mentioned dierently, each simulation
run is repeated 100 times.

4.2 Buer Management Schemes
We consider two buer management schemes for a shared buer: drop-on-enqueue
and drop-on-dequeue.
Drop-on-enqueue is the strategy originally proposed with DRR: if a packet
arrives and the buer is fully occupied, the oldest packet of the longest queue is
dropped. Thereby, the packet delay can be controlled by the buer size

SB .

Drop-on-dequeue is inspired by new AQMs like CoDel, but we pursue a very
simple approach. A packet is dropped if it is older than a congurable delay
threshold

TD .

This method limits the packet delay to

TD

and removes packets

from the queue in case of congestion. Nevertheless, the buer can overow under
certain conditions. To avoid that, we postulated a suciently large buer and
assumed innite for the sake of simplicity.
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4.3 Resource Allocation with DRR
The objective of this experiment is to test whether DRR can enforce an intended
resource allocation in the presence of many users so that DRR queues run empty.
We consider

n = 40

active users, 5 heavy users holding 10 TCP connections

with the server and 35 light users holding only a single TCP connection with the
server. With FIFO scheduling, we expect ratios of 10:1 for achieved transmission
rates of heavy and light users assuming TCP's per-ow fairness is perfect. With
DRR scheduling we expect equal transmission rates of 0.25 Mb/s for heavy and
light users.

(a) Drop-on-enqueue.

(b) Drop-on-dequeue.
Throughput and packet queueing delay for heavy users (HU) and light users
(LU). Results are shown for TCP New Reno and Db = 5 ms.
Fig. 3.

Figure 3(a) shows the throughput and packet queueing delay of heavy and
light users with TCP New Reno connections for drop-on-enqueue buer management and with

Db = 5

ms on the bottleneck link. The x-axis shows the
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buer size and the y-axes the throughput and packet queueing delay of each
user type. For buer sizes between 15 and 40 packets, heavy users achieve signicantly larger transmission rates than light users. This is undesired insofar
as both heavy and light users have saturated sources an should share the link
equally. The queueing delay for packets rises about linearly with the buer size

5
6 of the queue is occupied on average. Thus, the
queue is often lled which is due to the relatively high load. For very large queue
and its mean reveals that about

capacity, we observe shorter delays for heavy users than for light users. As DRR
with drop-on-enqueue requires 50 packets to achieve equal bandwidth allocation
for competing TCP users in our setting, it cannot enforce both fairness and low
or moderate delay under heavy load.
Figure 3(b) presents similar results for drop-on-dequeue. The x-axis shows
the delay threshold

TD

instead of the buer size

SB ;

the range [6;120] ms is

chosen because that corresponds to the transmission times of a packet range
[5;100] which was used for drop-on-enqueue in Figure 3(a). For drop-on-dequeue
we observe even larger dierences in throughput for heavy and light users, in
particular for small delay thresholds. A delay threshold of

TD = 90 ms is needed

to achieve equal bandwidth allocation for heavy and light users which results in
almost 40 ms average packet delay for both user types. With drop-on-dequeue,
packet queueing delay rises about linearly with the delay threshold

TD

and is

similar for heavy and for light users due to the absence of buer stealing. It is

TD in our experiments. With drop-on-enqueue, the
SB but the buer was mostly fully occupied, which

about half the delay threshold
queue length cannot exceed

is not shown in the gures. For drop-on-dequeue the buer size was not limited.
Nevertheless, the measured average queueing delay linearly increased from zero
(for

TD = 0

ms) to 50 ms (for

TD = 120

ms). Thus, the average queueing

delay for drop-on-dequeue is signicantly lower than the corresponding average
queueing delay for drop-on-enqueue.
We performed the same experiments with

Db = 50

ms and obtained almost

the same results. For TCP Cubic we received dierent results but the same
conclusion: large queue capacity is needed for fair bandwidth sharing.

4.4 Resource Allocation with DRR-LDS
We evaluate the eect of limited decit savings (LDS) on the throughput of
heavy and light users. We rst consider drop-on-enqueue for a buer size of

SB = 20

packets to keep queueing delay short. The x-axis in Figure 4(a) shows

the decit saving limit

Dmax

and the y-axes show again the throughput and

packet queueing delay of heavy and light users with TCP New Reno connections
on a bottleneck link with a

Db = 5

ms. We observe that the throughput for

heavy and light users signicantly deviates for very small values of
the dierence vanishes for values

Dmax ≥ 10.

Dmax

but

We explain this phenomenon by

the fact that at the beginning of a congestion phase when the buer is lled,
the heavy users quickly consume their decit. This gives priority to packets of
light users when they arrive. Also during congestion periods, light users can save
decit whenever heavy users receive decit to send further packets although they
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(a) Drop-on-enqueue for SB = 20 packets.

(b) Drop-on-dequeue for TD = 24 ms.

Fig. 4.

(LU)

Throughput and packet queueing delay for heavy users (HU) and light users

with LDS. Results are shown for TCP New Reno and Db = 5 ms.

do not have packets to send. When trac is shared about equally, the queueing
delay is about 20 ms and for heavy users slightly larger than for light users.
Figure 4(b) shows similar data for drop-on-dequeue for which a delay threshold of

TD = 24

ms is chosen that corresponds to the transmission time of 20

packets. The dierence in throughput between heavy and light users is even
larger than for drop-on-enqueue. It is again decreased by an increasing value
for the decit saving limit

Dmax .

A decit saving limit of

Dmax = 6

is already

enough to achieve perfect fairness. Packet queueing delay is about 10 ms and for
heavy users slightly larger than for light users.
We also performed these experiments with

Db = 50

ms and obtained almost

the same results. For TCP Cubic we received dierent results. In particular, with
drop-on-enqueue, light users achieved signicantly larger throughput than heavy
users, but light users experienced also clearly more packet delay. In contrast,
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drop-on-dequeue leads to a very similar queueing behavior as in Figure 4(b) for
TCP New Reno.
Thus, drop-on-dequeue with DRR-LDS seems an interesting approach to
maximize fairness between heavy and light users with TCP ows when low latency is required.

(a) Drop-on-enqueue for SB = 20 packets.

(b) Drop-on-dequeue for TD = 24 ms.
Download time of a data chunk of 100 kB for an infrequent user in the presence
of heavy background trac. The 20 other users have 5, 10, or 20 saturated TCP
connections. Results are shown for TCP New Reno and Db = 5 ms.
Fig. 5.

4.5 Download Times with DDR-LDS
We consider the download time of an infrequent user sending small data bursts
of 100 kB in the presence of a heavy load situation. The infrequent user holds a
single TCP New Reno connection to download a data chunk of 100 kB for which
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the duration is measured. The 20 other users hold 5, 10, and 20 connections
in dierent experiments. The TCP connections of the 20 other users are saturated, constitute the background load, and start within the rst second of the
experiment. The infrequent user starts its download after 5 s. Each experiment
is repeated 100 times. With perfect fairness the download time for 100 kB is 1.68
s under the assumption that TCP can initially send already suciently fast.
We rst consider the download time for drop-on-enqueue congured with a
buer size of

SB = 20

packets. Figure 5(a) shows the download time for the

infrequent user depending on the decit saving limit

Dmax .

The download time

is almost independent of the background trac. Small decit saving limits
lead to a slight increase in download time, but larger

Dmax

Dmax

clearly decreases the

download time below 1.68 s. Thus, a reduction of download time through LDS
is visible but rather modest. The same results are obtained for

Db = 50

ms and

for TCP Cubic.
To study drop-on-dequeue, we use a delay threshold of
ure 5(b) shows that without LDS (Dmax

= 0)

TD = 24

ms. Fig-

the infrequent user's download

time is signicantly larger than for drop-on-enqueue. Larger background loads
lead to longer download times without LDS, i.e., 4.8 s when the other users hold
5 connections each, 5.5 s when they hold 10 connections each, and 5.9 s when
they hold 20 connections each. With very little decit saving limit

Dmax ,

the

dierence in download time already vanishes. With even larger decit saving
limit

Dmax

the download time decreases to less than 0.4 s. This is a signicant

speedup even compared to the fair download time of 1.68 s. Very similar results
are obtained for

Db = 50

ms and for TCP Cubic.

Thus, LDS in combination with DRR can expedite transactional trac in the
presence of heavy background load, with both the drop-on-enqueue or the dropon-dequeue buer management strategy. For drop-on-dequeue the reduction of
download time is very high.

5 Conclusion
In this work we have shown that DRR cannot achieve equal bandwidth allocation
to heavy and light users that have dierent numbers of saturated TCP ows,
in particular if low delay is enforced through shallow buers. A reason for this
phenomenon is that empty queues do not prot in DRR's bandwidth allocation
process. If low delay is enforced, even queues with active TCP ows are empty
for quite some time so that it is hard for them to get their full bandwidth share.
Therefore, we modied the DRR algorithm such that empty queues are respected
for the bandwidth allocation process in DDR and can save decit to a limited
extent. We called this mechanism limited decit savings (LDS) and refer to the
modied DDR algorithm as DDR-LDS. Our simulation results demonstrated
the throughput dierences between heavy and light users and revealed that they
are larger for drop-on-dequeue than for drop-on-enqueue and for TCP New Reno
than for TCP Cubic. We showed that LDS signicantly reduces these dierences.
Moreover, LDS clearly decreases download times of light users for both buer
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management strategies whereby the eect for drop-on-dequeue is larger than for
drop-on-enqueue.
The study points at potential unfairness with DRR under low-delay constraints for TCP users. More research is needed to understand how DRR-LDS
aects other trac types, trac mixes, and how the performance depends on
networking parameters that typically inuence TCP throughput. Moreover, measurements are needed to evaluate whether the investigated scenario is rather a
corner case or whether the DRR-LDS scheduler is able to solve practical problems. Nevertheless, a variant of LDS can be identied in FQ-CoDel so that the
presented mechanism has practical relevance and should be understood.
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